The&problem&
! In!order!to!obtain!an!image!with!sufficient!SNR,!it!is!necessary!to!integrate!the!signal!(image)!over! a!finite!time!interval!t!>!0.!!If!during!this!time!the!signal!is!changed,!for!example!due!to!motion,! resulting!with!motion!blur!then!the!signal!restoration!is!dependent!on!the!signal!itself,!and!on!the! windowing!function!-!in!our!case!the!exposure!pattern.!! ! In!this!document!we!refer!only!to!binary!on/off!temporal!windowing!function,!and!for!comparison! reasons!we!will!use!52!bins!(the!signal!shall!be!64!bins!for!use!with!FFT,!but!the!last!12!will!always! be!windowed)out!and!have!a!value!of!0).! ! A! conventional! exposure! has! a! Rect! temporal! windowing! function.! ! Figure) 1! shows! the! power! spectrum!in!dB!of!the!Rect!windowing!function.!!As!can!be!seen!in!the!graph,!the!power!spectrum! falls!sharply!!(the!graph!is!logarithmic)!at!multiple!points.!!The!frequencies!corresponding!to!these! points!are!practically!lost!(due!to!noise)!which!makes!the!recovery!difficult. Note that in order to have same *energy* this sequence length should be half the length of the flutter shutter sequences because of duty cycle differences.
Flutter&shutter&solution&and&limitations&
! To!address!this!problem,!Raskar!proposes!using!coded!exposure!to!better!condition!the!problem.!! A!pattern!such!as!the!MURA!pattern!can!be!used,!but!because!the!MURA!pattern!is!not!optimal!for! zero!padded!sequences,!Raskar!proposed!a!different!sequence!found!by!exhaustive!search.! Figure) 2!compares!the!power!spectrum!of!the!sequence!proposed!by!Raskar!to!the!power!spectrum!of!the! Rect!shown!above.!!Improvement!of!5)20!db!or!more!is!achieved!in!most!frequencies.
However,!the!duty!cycle!of!the!pattern!above!is!only!50%!resulting!with!a!lost!of!half!the!available! light.! ! Furthermore,! if! the! shutter! is! implemented! using! a! ferroelectric! device,! that! uses! light! polarization!for!shuttering,!it!will!result!with!additional!50%!(or!more)!lost!of!light,!which!puts!the! overall!efficiency!of!the!system!at!25%!or!two!stops!less!to!start!with.
Exposure&pairs&&
! The! main! observation! for! this! solution! is! that! once! an! optimized! sequence! is! found,! the! power! spectrum!of!the!sequence!is!the!same!as!the!power!spectrum!of!its!compliment!(up!do!DC!value!if! not! 50%! duty! cycle).! In! other! words,! flipping! 0! and! 1! in! the! sequence! will! flip! the! phase! in! the! Fourier!domain!by!180!degrees,!but!will!not!change!the!length!of!the!vectors.! ! Therefore,! if! we! can! collect! the! light! form! the! sequence! and! its! compliment,! both! will! be! well! conditioned,!and!the!total!duty!cycle!will!be!close!to!100%.!The!simplest!(but!not!limited!to)!way! to!so!this!is!to!process!each!part!separately!and!then!add!the!resulting!images!together.!! ! Note!that!while!FFT!is!a!linear!operator!the!deblurring!operator!is!not!linear,!and!therefore!signal! to!noise!performance!is!not!straight!forward!computed!and!will!depend!on!the!specific!operator! used.! ! Also!note!that!the!complement!is!taken!over!the!windowing!function!not!the!signal!as!the!signal! may!vary.! &
Optomechanical&implementations&
! Figure) 3! shows! two! mirror)based! configurations! that! can! implement! the! window)complement! pairs.! Figure) 3(left)!shows!a!tilt)switch!mirror!that!can!send!the!light!to!one!sensor!or!the!other! according!to!the!coded!sequence.!Such!setup!can!be!implemented!using!a!DMD!device;!in!this!case! spatial! windowing! is! also! possible.! Figure) 
One&of&N&(small&N)&
! When!using!window!/!compliment!pair,!the!frequency!attenuation!of!the!window!is!determined! by!the!first!sequence!(the!complement!is!the!same)!and!there!for!it!is!important!to!find!the!best! sequence!possible.!As!there!are!N!choose!K!combination!this!is!a!difficult!task!even!if!we!search! only!for!one!value!of!K!(=!n/2)!for!the!52!elements!mentioned!here!it!will!take!15!years!to!search! all!combination!in!a!rate!of!one!million!a!second.! ! However,!instead!of!finding!one!best!sequence,!we!can!find!3!or!more!sequences!such!that!at!each! location!one!and!only!one!of!the!sequences!will!have!a!value!of!one!and!the!rest!will!have!a!value! of!zero.!We!can!also!request!that!each!sequence!will!have!approximately!1/N!values!that!are!one!-! but!this!is!not!mandatory.! ! The!first!thing!that!this!method!does!is!increasing!the!search!space!even!more.!However,!it!also! provides! an! additional! degree! of! freedom.! Now! each! sequence! can! have! its! own! spectral! attenuation.!If!we!look!at!the!combined!information!(for!example!selecting!the!good!frequencies! form!each!image!produced!by!the!different!windows,!or!weight!them!accordingly)!we!can!see!that! it! becomes! relatively! easy! to! find! N! good! sequences.! For! example,! the! three! in! Figure S1:$0000110101000100110001000010011011010000110000111011! S2:$1101000000001001000110000100100100101101001100000000! S3:$0010001010110010001000111001000000000010000011000100" " Note% that% the% sequence% and% it% compliment% (inverted)% sequence% can% both% be% used% and% will% have% the% same% spectral% power% distribution." " The" spectra" power" distribution" and" comparisons" are" given" at" the" following(charts." " " 
